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Two nozzlesFour nozzles

By alternating between four nozzles and two 
nozzles according to treatment areas,treatment 
patterns increase, such as 
"wide-ranging of treatment" and 
"treatment concentrated to a necessary area."

As is conventionally done, treatment can be 
performed using two nozzles only.

The “four new nozzles” will provide a 
wide variety of treatment options.



“Rub” “Knead” “Wide knead” “Press”

“Pat” “Squeeze” “Continuous”
Reproducing 

7 Types of 

Skillful Manual 

Massage.

Switching between the "Standard" and "Slow" modes in addition 
to the 7 massage patterns can provide more customized 
massage modes.

Various Massage Patterns



Unless the feet are held, the legs 
are open, and the massage area is 
deviated from the center of jet flow.

Because the legs are prevented from 
opening by softly holding the feet, 
the jet flow adequately catches the 
area from the calf to the thigh.

Foot Airbags，gently holding the legs



Thus far, as the feet were not held, 
the head made a swinging motion.

Holding the feet softly 
can stabilize the body 
and reduce the swinging motion 
of the head.

Foot Airbags，gently holding the legs



The newly mounted
"height detection sensor" 
easily identifies the areas 
to be massaged.

Newly Mounted Sensor for 
Automatic Head
Position Detection

Automatically measures the height.

Automatically measures the height.



When a patient lies on the 
bed,the sensor detects the 
head position,automatically 
measures the patient's 
height,and sets the area to 
be massaged according to 
the specified treatment site. 

Newly Mounted Sensor for 
Automatic Head
Position Detection

Controlling the
 position of water jets

Controlling the
 position of water jets



Softly stretched mat can carry 
the natural jet flow to the 
affected area as it is.

Excessively strong mat tension 
may produce an area to which 
the jet flow is not carried.

Excellent mat tension that 
directly carries the jet flow.

Next-generation
Dry Hydro Jet Massage Bed



The "TURBO"mode provides a 
more powerful massage.

“TURBO”“NORMAL”



By blocking out the surroundings, a 
relaxation space is created in the 
environment and more comfortable 

treatment can be provided. 

The lineup of the hooded type

The lineup of color variation



The type of Dry Hydro jet Massage Bed 
QZ-240 without the foot airbags is optionally 
available for the facilities where there are 
many persons of which height is over 190cm.



The market share in JapanNo.1No.1

Market shares for 
massage beds in Japan ※Study by Yano Research Institute Ltd.

Changes in the dry hydro jet massage bed market in Japan
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